
JASPAL KAUR PUBLIC SCHOOL 

CLEANLINESS DRIVE FOR SWACHH BHARAT- SWACHHATA 

PAKHWADA  

 ‘Being green and clean is not just an aspiration but an action.’ 

                                                                             -Christine Pelosi 

To celebrate the Cleanliness Drive under Swachh Bharat -Swachhata Pakhwada, 

a series of events under the Swachhata mission by CBSE were organised at 

JKPS. The students of classes Pre-primary to XII took a ‘Swachhata Shapath’ to 

take steps towards cleanliness which will help in making the country clean. 

They also watched the PPT which made them aware of the need and steps to be 

taken for cleanliness and personal hygiene. It focussed on three major 

precautionary practices-Washing hands with soap, use of mask, social 

distancing and 3 T's(Trace, Testing and Treat).  

  

     

Different activities were designed for various classes to make the students 

aware of cleanliness and personal hygiene. 

For classes I - III, a Poster Making activity was conducted on the 

theme“Fighting Corona through Covid Appropriate Behaviour and 

Vaccination." 



Students of classes IV-V 

participated in a slogan-writing 

activity, in which they participated with great enthusiasm. They understood that 

there are so many ways to make India clean and all this starts from our home. 

 

For Class VI-VIII, Cartoon Making activity was organised in which our 

students understood that Clean India means every street, every village and every 

city of India must be clean. They also promised that they will neither litter nor 

let others litter. 



 

 

For classes IX-XII, Poem writing /Essay writing activities were organised. 

The students enthusiastically used their creativity to write poems and essays on 

the theme ‘COVID-19 Responsive School’ or ‘Fighting Corona through Covid 

Appropriate Behaviour and Vaccination’. 

By participating in this campaign our students understood that cleanliness is 

everybody’s responsibility and one should keep themselves and their 

surroundings clean and hygienic. Students also sang songs on Swachh Bharat 

Abhiyaan. 

Cleanliness also brings good and positive thoughts to the mind which slows 

down the occurrence of diseases.  

 

  

 



 

 

 



 

 

  



 



  



 


